
Dunk Shot

**About Dunk Shot**

In Dunk Shot, players have to throw a basketball in as many baskets as possible. You control the

ball like a slingshot, which means that the ball has to be thrown from basket to basket.

Dunk Shot is an arcade game in which everything revolves around basketball and baskets, but no

basketball skills are required. Your task is to throw a basketball in as many baskets as possible.

For this you have to throw the ball from one basket to the other. The control is based on the

slingshot principle: pull the ball backwards in the net, aim at the next basket and release to throw

the ball in the direction of the other basket. For every hit you get one point. If you manage to throw

the ball into the basket without touching the ring, you will even get two points. If you get a lot of

points and manage a number of perfect throws, you can also unlock new balls.

**Dunk Shot - Features:** 

- Throw the ball: Dunk Shot has a seemingly easy goal: throw a basketball in as many baskets as

possible. But it's not as easy as it seems. The ball has to be thrown from basket to basket. Your

ball is in a basketball hoop. Diagonally above the basket is another basket in which you have to

throw the basketball. To get the ball into the next basket, you have to use your current basket as a

slingshot. Pull the ball in the net back, aim at the next basket and release to throw the ball towards

the next basket. Sometimes you even have to use the right or left wall to reach the next basket.

Pay attention to the trajectory of the ball and think well how to get the ball in the basket. As soon

as you missed the basket, the round is over.

- Score many points: When you hit the basket, you get one point. If you hit the basket without

touching the outer ring of the basket, you will even get two points. Your goal is to score as many

perfect matches as possible and set a new high score. But beware: During the round, the game is

of course getting more difficult. There are e.g. baskets that move.

- Unlock new balls: At the beginning of the game, your ball is a conventional basketball. During the

game, however, you have the opportunity to unlock other designs for your ball. For this, you just

have to score many points and make many series hits.

- Complete missions: The special missions that you can do next to the main game ensure variety.

In the missions you have to fulfill special tasks, such as reaching a certain score or playing several

days in a row.

Conclusion: Dunk Shot is an arcade game that requires practice. You may have to try a little until

you find out how the ball has to be thrown to get it in the basket.


